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Abstract – The conventional synchronization clocks signals 

are becoming increasingly difficult for multiple higher 

frequency integrated circuits because skew, jitter, and 

variability are often proportional to large latencies. A current-

mode pulsed flip-flop with enable (CMPFFE) is design with 

optimize power dissipation which uses current for clocking 

instead of voltage. It designs with input current-comparator 

(CC) stage, a register stage, and a static storage cell. The CC 

stage compares the input push pull current with a reference 

current and conditionally amplifies the clock to a full-swing 

voltage pulse that triggers the data to latch at the register 

stage. This flip flop is design using 50 nm technology having 

the channel length of 0.005 nm and channel width of 0.015 nm 

size. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Low voltage device attracts the substantial attention 

because of its low power dissipation and its portability. 

Small and handy electronic devices are design with low 

supply voltage and lower power dissipation. Low-voltage 

operation is an effective method to reduce the power 

dissipation of very-large-scale integration (VLSI) chips. 

The power dissipates in MOSFET is mainly due to global 

buses, clock distribution networks (CDNs), and 

synchronous signals. The large interconnect in clock 

distribution network also affects propagation delays. 

This CMPFFE design with current mode pulse increases 

the static power but it is significantly less than Voltage 

mode dynamic power. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Work in [1], proposes a new method for clock 

distribution that uses current, rather than voltage, to 

distribute a global clock signal with reduced power 

consumption. While current-mode (CM) signaling has been 

used in one-to-one signals, this is the first usage in a one-

to-many clock distribution network. To accomplish this, 

they create a new high-performance current-mode pulsed 

flip-flop with enable (CMPFFE) using 45 nm CMOS 

technology. Current Mode (CM) signaling schemes 

perform current-to-voltage conversion and then use the 

buffered VM clock signal. However, driving the lowest 

level of a clock distribution network (CDN) with a full-

swing voltage results in large dynamic power in addition to 

significant buffer area to drive the clock pin capacitances 

[1]. This CM scheme is highly integrated into the FFs that 

directly receive the CM signal to reduce overall power 

consumption and silicon area. The proposed CMPFFE is 

87% faster, requires similar silicon area and consumes only 

7% more power compared to a traditional PFF at 5 GHz. 

Better yet, the CMPFFE enables a 24% to 62% power 

reduction on average when used in a CM CDN compared to 

conventional Voltage Mode (VM) CDN [1]. 

 

III. CURRENT-MODE CLOCKING 
 

Fig. show the schematic circuit of the proposed current-

mode pulsed DFF with enable (CMPFFE). The CMPFFE is 

design with an active-low enable signal. The CMPFFE uses 

an input current-comparator (CC) stage, a register stage, 

and a static storage cell. The CC stage compares the input 

push-pull current with a reference current and conditionally 

amplifies the clock to a full-swing voltage pulse that 

triggers the data to latch at the register stage. The feedback 

pulsed FF is in stark contrast to the previous CM schemes 

which utilized expensive Rx circuits and buffers to drive the 

final FFs. 

 

 
 

Fig. The Schematic of CMPFFE uses current-comparator 

and feedback connection to generate a voltage pulse that 

triggers a register stage to store data in the storage cell. 

The push-pull current enables a simple Tx circuit while 

maintaining a constant (or at least low-swing) bias voltage 

on the Current Distribution Network (CDN) interconnect. 

The CMPFFE in Fig. is only sensitive to unidirectional push 

current which provides the positive edge trigger operation 

of the FF. This design is easily modified using a 

complementary current comparator into negative clock 

edge FF using the pull current. 

CMPFFE incorporates an active-low enable signal that, 

when low, connects PMOS (M4) to vdd for normal 

operation. On the other hand, it disables the static current I1 

in stand-by mode when high. Since internal node B is 

decoupled in this stand-by mode, an additional transistor 
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M7 is required to ground the internal clock node and 

prevent any unintentional latching of input data. Transistor 

M7 is disabled during normal operation. Adding an extra 

OFF transistor will introduce a stacking effect in the CC; 

which in turn will reduce the leakage current in M4 

significantly. 

In the input stage, the reference voltage generator (Mr2–

Mr3) creates a reference current (Iref1) that is mirrored by 

M4 and generates I1. Similarly, the M1–M2 pair creates the 

FF reference current (Iref2) which is combined with the 

input current (i_in); this current is then mirrored by M5 to 

I2. A PMOS (Mr1) is added to replicate the voltage drop of 

M3. The mirrored currents I1 and I2 are compared using the 

inverting amplifier (A1) at node B and further extended to 

a CMOS logic level at node C by another inverting 

amplifier (A2). The inverter pair (X1–X2) generate the 

required voltage pulse duration before the feedback 

connection in M6. 

The storage register cell is design using series connected 

CMOS logic with a feedback through PMOS transistor. The 

data which is to be latch is connected to the “data” input 

terminal of latch. A NMOS transistor connected to ground 

terminal is use to reset the latch. When the reset signal is at 

logic high state, it will turn ON the NMOS and the output 

is discharge through the NMOS transistor. When the logic 

level at clock signal is HIGH then the input NMOS 

transistor turns ON and feedback PMOS transistor turn 

OFF. The output Q follows the binary at input terminal. 

Otherwise, when the clock signal is at logic LOW level, 

then the input NMOS transistor turns OFF and feedback 

PMOS transistor turn ON. Thus the value at output terminal 

remains unchanged through feedback PMOS transistor. 
 

IV. CMOS LAYOUT DESIGN AND ITS 

SIMULATION 
 

 
Fig. CMOS Layout Design for proposed CMPFFE uses 

current-comparator and feedback connection to generate a 

voltage pulse that triggers a register stage to store data in 

the storage cell. 

 
Fig. Timing simulation for proposed CMPFFE uses 

current-comparator and feedback connection to generate a 

voltage pulse that triggers a register stage to store data in 

the storage cell. 

 
Module Number 

of 

transistor 

Channel 

L/W 

Power 

Dissipation 

Area Switching 

time tr/tf  

(ns) 

CMPFFE 32 0.05/0.3 3.319  

uW 

15.40 

um2 

0.004/0.001 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper discusses the design of edge CMPFFE uses 

current-comparator and feedback connection to generate a 

voltage pulse that triggers a register stage to store data in 

the storage cell. Long interconnects causes the increase in 

power dissipation and path propagation delays. The 

CMPFFE is design with 32 transistor in 15.4 um2 area and 

consumes power dissipation of 3.319 uW.  
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